Alliance between cooperatives and the Winds of Peace Foundation
The Winds of Peace Foundation (WPF) and first tier cooperatives are experimenting with a
model of an alliance that makes a difference in the lives of the cooperative members. Here we
summarize the challenges, the strategy of conventional triangulation, and what we are calling
“triangulation +”.
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In Latin America in general and in Central America in particular migration is increasing year by
year, like the environmental degradation and mono-crop farming. Inequality is worsening; while
the COVID-19 pandemic is attacking and war is raging, the rich are getting richer. Violence is
like milk in a pot on the stove, at any moment it can boil over with unexpected effects. Societies
are becoming, as Polanyi said 70 years ago, “market societies” and not “societies with markets”.
Cooperatives can contribute to dealing with these realities, but will they be able to do so if they
are cooperatives that are not distributing their surplus? Will they be able to do so if only less
than 20% of their members are women and less than 10% are youth? Will they be able to do so
without improving their democracy and without sharing information with their membership? Will
they be able to do so if their coffee buying or cacao buying allies are only interested in their
products?
When a cooperative is not democratic, it does not share information with its members, it is not
rooted in its communities and does not share its profits it becomes a functional part of that
system that pushes the peasantry to become mono-croppers, where only the men work on the
farm and the women stay in the kitchen, and their work in the family food garden is made
invisible. That mono-cropping, even when it deals with an organic crop, makes a person
conceive of nature as “at the service of money.”
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This strategy consists in the fact that a buyer provides a purchase contract for a certain volume
of product (e.g. coffee or cacao) to a cooperative. For the cooperative to ensure that product to
the buyer, social banks provide the cooperative with credit. When they ship the product, the
buyer pays the principal of the loan and the interest to the social bank, and transfers the
balance to the cooperative. It is a triangulation where the three actors all win: the social bank
ensures the payment of their loan, the buyer gets their product, and the cooperative has a
source of financing and a buyer.
Seen from the perspectives of the cooperative members, the Achilles heel of this strategy
consists in that:
-

Money alone moves them, while a cooperative is more than money, it is a democratic
organization, school of leadership and being equitable, among other attributes;
It is only with second tier cooperatives and with few – large – first tier cooperatives,
which is why dozens of small first tier cooperative which do not belong to any second-tier
coop are left out;
Relations with social banks and buyers only happen with the management of the
cooperatives, as if cooperatives were only businesses, consequently the dependency of
organs of the cooperative and the cooperative members on the management is
intensified; this is how societies have historically operated: the peasantry dependent on
the usurious buyer, and women dependent on their spouses.
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If the objective of this triangulation is strictly financial, that short term market strategy is optimal.
However, in the long term that strategy is unsustainable: the cooperative will go broke sooner or
later, and the buyers and social bank will move on to another cooperative to replicate the same
practice.
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WPF and a group of cooperatives have been experimenting with this model that in the long term
seeks to be sustainable, focused on making a difference in the lives of the members and their
communities. Money is important, but in the service of people and their communities, and not
the other way around.
First, in the case of coffee, there is a cluster of first tier cooperatives. WPF only works with first
tier cooperatives under the principal that “the stronger the children are, the stronger will their
Mother and Father be;” rural communities will improve if their cooperatives are rooted there and
improve. One of the cooperatives provides coffee milling and export services to the others.
(WPF is also working with cacao cooperatives and cacao buyers and is also looking to build a
cluster of cacao cooperatives).
In order to be part of this group, a cooperative has to be rooted in their communities. This
means that their membership must come from the same micro-territory (1-3 communities), that
the building and/or office of the cooperative be located there, and that the financial transactions
(payment for coffee, loans, etc.) and meetings are held in the community itself. This will make
their leaders move about more in their own communities, women attend more meetings, even
accompanied by their small children, social cohesion will increase…
Second, we take on and adapt the described strategy of triangulation. With the cooperatives
that have buyers, WPF provides them with credit, the buyer provides a coffee purchase
contract, and the cooperative complies with the shipping of that product; once it is on the ship,
the buyer pays WPF and transfers the balance to the cooperative.
In the case of the cooperatives that do not have buyers, we have an adapted triangulation
arrangement: the cooperative with the dry mill signs as a third actor promising that once there is
a buyer for the coffee of the cooperative, they will make them sign a contract to pay the loan
made by WPF. This means that the cooperative has access to credit only if it takes its coffee to
the cooperative that has the dry mill, in exchange, this cooperative provides a reasonable price
for the dry mill processing services and export services, it provides detailed information about
the yield and quality of their coffee and manages it by lots, and the cooperative owner of the
coffee can arrive at any moment to the dry mill to verify the status of their coffee.
This triangulation agreement is not just for the purchase of the coffee during the coffee harvest,
but it is also for the rest of the year. The cooperatives deal with the maintenance of their farms
and need credit to do so, to complement their funds, and require collective actions to buy inputs
jointly in order to get lower prices for volume, in accordance with the analysis of their soil. WPF
seeks to support them, but under the condition that: the members, like their cooperatives, save
and pay for 50% of those farm inputs they want to buy; that the dependency on agrochemical
inputs be reduced yearly based on the soil analysis to apply the quantity and component
needed, and so that each producer family might produce their own natural fertilizers and
insecticides.
Third, the triangulation agreement include additional conditions so that the cooperative function
as a cooperative and that their membership be cooperative members in practice. They are
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conditions that are in their statutes of each cooperative and/or are coherent with their principles.
They are:
-

-

-

Be a cooperative that practices equity: shares its surplus, has an innovative strategy for
the use of the social funds, has rules for including women who do not necessarily have
or grow coffee, and are cooperatives that are opposed to buyers who do damage to
cooperatives (e.g. when they buy coffee from a minority of members without reaching an
agreement about coffee quality or social criteria which all the members would have the
opportunity to meet; or when they support presidents be indefinitely re-elected to their
posts).
Be a cooperative that is transparent: shares information under the principle that
“informing is forming” and creates spaces for the analysis of that information; shows their
problems and their successes under the principle that “being weak is being strong”.
Be a democratic cooperative: that the cooperative walk on both of its “feet” (associative
and business); members rotate in posts under the principle that a cooperative is a school
of leadership and not of eternal chiefdoms; that decisions come more and more from the
assembly; and that have practices of savings and increase their own funds to depend
less and less on credit from WPF.
Be a cooperative that mitigates climate change: invests in the soil, diversifies their
production and adds value to it, gets involved in collective actions to preserve water and
use it well.

The “+” of the triangulation is with marginalized first tier cooperatives, it is equity, democracy
and transparency; and it is cooperatives that are rooted in their communities and is connected
to the environment.
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This “+” requires on-site verification. We have a team that accompanies the cooperatives so that
they gradually fulfill the agreements of that triangulation and that “+”.
It is an accompaniment that helps cooperatives to analyze their realities and innovate. The
results of those analyses we publish at http://peacewinds.org/research/ as part of the process of
democratizing knowledge.
And it is an accompaniment that is concerned about the formation of ever broader leadership of
cooperative women and men. For that purpose certificate programs are organized by the
University of Antwerp (Belgium) and Augsburg University (United States).
Finally, this alliance with the cooperatives and their communities is open to other actors joining.
Behind the coffee or cacao is a learning alliance based on human communities and ecologies.
René Mendoza Vidaurre, PhD,adviser to cooperatives in Central America rmvidaurre@gmail.com
Mark Lester, CEO Winds of Peace Foundation, marklest@gmail.com
Articles on cooperatives in Central America: http://peacewinds.org/research/!
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